1/4" 1/4"R 1'

WEAKENED PLANE DEEP RAKE JOINT

1/4" 1/4"R

EXPANSION JOINT FILLER MATERIAL

1/4" 1/4"R

#4 x 7' DOMELS @ 24" O.C. (DRILL HOLE AND SET DOMEL IN LOOSE)

NEW EXISTING

1/4" 1/4"R

TYPICAL NEW CONCRETE TO EXISTING CONCRETE OR EXPANSION JOINT AT 40 FOOT MAX INTERVALS

1/4" 1/4"R

EXPOSED SMOOTH FINISH

DESIGN FINISH DELINEATING JOINT

TYPICAL JOINT DETAILS

1" SMOOTH CONCRETE

10'WAX, SPAOING WEAKENED PLANE JOINT WITH 1" DEEP SAWCUT

WEAKENED PLANE DEEP RAKE JOINT TYPICAL

1" SMOOTH CONCRETE

WIDTH VARIES

WEAKENED PLANE DEEP RAKE JOINT TYPICAL

EXPANSION JOINT AT 40 FOOT MAX INTERVALS

EXPOSED AGGREGATE FINISH

DESIGN FINISH DELINEATING JOINT TYPICAL

TYPICAL SIDEWALK DETAIL
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